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Abstract� One of the most important problems of geoscience is to explain the
drift mechanism of continents uniting periodically to form supercontinents similar
to Pangea� This work presents for the �rst time a numerical model of mantle
convection in a ��D spherical mantle with drifting continents� The mantle is
modeled by a viscous �uid developing thermal convection upon heating� When the
�oating continents are placed into the mantle� they start drifting under the e�ect of
the forces of viscous coupling with mantle convection �ows� Subject to numerical
solution is the set of mass� heat� and momentum transfer equations for convection
in the viscous mantle and the associated set of Euler equations for the movement
of each solid continents� The mantle and continents interact with each another
mechanically in the course of heat exchange� In order to better understand the
mantle�continent interaction processes� we have analyzed two models� one with a
single continent and a weak thermal convection with a Rayleigh number of 	
� and
the other with �ve continents and an intense thermal convection with a Rayleigh
number of 	
�� In case of the weak convection� there are formed in the mantle a
few ascending and descending �ows� The drifting continent is pulled into one of
the descending �ows� As the size and shape of the continent di�er from those of
the descending �ow zones� its position proves unstable� so that it drifts constantly�
In the absence of other continents and any external forces� the continent moves
along the descending �ow system� At higher Rayleigh numbers� the convection
becomes nonstationary� in which case the number� shape� and position of mantle
convection �ows vary constantly� Besides is more� if there are several continents�
the motion of each of them becomes bound and more complex� The continents can
collide directly� as well as interact with each other through the intermediary of the
mantle and thus change the structure of its convection� The numerical experiments
performed demonstrate the possibility of both a partial uniting of several continents
and the formation of a single supercontinent like Pangea upon the uniting of all the
continents�

�� Introduction

In the ���s� there occurred radical changes in the no�
tions of the processes taking place in the Earth�s bowels
and their manifestations on the Earth�s surface� Be�
ing able to study the processes occurring on the bottom
of the oceans� American and European scientists dis�
covered that the oceanic lithosphere moves away from
the mid�oceanic ridges� In the ridges� the oceanic litho�
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sphere is being born upon the solidi�cation of the erupt�
ing magma� and in the subduction zones� the cooled
lithosphere that has grown heavier is being pulled back
into the mantle� The entire Earth�s lithosphere gets
broken down in the process into individual plates some
of which bear the continents� These notions were for�
mulated in the form of the concept of the tectonics of
oceanic lithospheric plates� The plate tectonics concept
is understood not only in this narrow sense� but also in a
wider sense wherein it is associated with the formulation
of the notions of the principal global processes occurring
in the Earth�s mantle and manifesting themselves in the
motion of the lithospheric plates�
In the same 	��s 
 ���s� the �rst reliable models for

the distribution of density� pressure� and temperature in

��
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the Earth were constructed on the basis of measurement
data on the seismic wave velocities and experimental
and theoretical data on the properties of matter at high
pressures�
Density in the mantle grows higher with depth largely

not because of changes in its chemical composition� but
as a result of changes in its compressibility and the
phase transformations consequent upon the rise of pres�
sure� Temperature in the mantle is extremely high� so
that the material therein� if exposed to it for a long
time� becomes capable of �owing like a highly viscous
�uid� The conclusion was drawn on this basis that in the
mantle there can occur an intense thermal convection�
The material circulating in the mantle cools down as

it rises to the surface and solidi�es at a temperature of
the order of T �  �����C� forming the semirigid oceanic
lithosphere� As it moves over the horizontal section of
the convection cell� the lithosphere cools still more and
grows thicker� In the descending section of the convec�
tion cell� the immersed lithosphere stays semirigid for a
long time� until it gets heated to a temperature of T ��
Thus� the oceanic lithosphere does not �oat on the sur�
face of the underlying portion of the mantle� but takes
part in the convective circulation of the mantle material
in the entire mantle cell and comprises that portion of
the mantle which at a given instant is at a temperature
below T �� The horizontal size of convection cells being
not more than �� thousand kilometers and the maxi�
mum mantle convection �ow velocity� of the order of ��
centimeters per year� the age of the oceanic lithosphere
cannot exceed ��� million years�
According to plate tectonics� there are no purely con�

tinental plates� The continents are believed to be per�
manently frozen into oceanic plates� and so can only
passively move together with them� Thanks to their
buoyancy� the continents cannot sink in the mantle� In
contrast to the oceanic lithosphere whose thickness is
no more than �� km� the lithospheric roots of the con�
tinents may reach down to a depth of a few hundreds of
kilometers� But they do not impede the drift of the con�
tinental plates� for the entire mantle� all the way down
to the core� behaves like a viscous �uid� It should be
noted that the subcrustal lithosphere of the continents�
like the oceanic lithosphere� is a region of the mantle
that only di�ers from the rest of the mantle by its rhe�
ological properties and can� in principle� also be mixed
by convective mantle convection �ows�
Numerous numerical experiments have been conducted

up to now to investigate thermal convection in the
Earth�s mantle� �� and ��D models in orthogonal and
spherical coordinate systems were used to reveal the
role of variable� temperature�� pressure�� and stress�
dependent viscosity and the e�ect of phase transfor�
mations on the structure of mantle convection �ows
�see� for example� �Christensen� ����� ����� Christensen

and Yuen� ����� Glatzmaier� ����� Lenardic and Kaula�
����� Machetel and Weber� ����� Parmentier et al��

����� Solheim and Peltier� ����� Tackley et al�� �������
It has been demonstrated in these models that the
highly viscous oceanic lithosphere can� on the whole�
form in a self�consistent manner� considering the fact
that the viscosity of the mantlematerial increases sharply
with temperature� especially in the vicinity of the solid�
i�cation point �Jacoby and Shmeling� ������ Despite the
great success of numerical modeling in the study of man�
tle convection and oceanic lithosphere as a whole� plate
tectonics remains incomplete� The principal problem
of plate tectonics is still to be solved� No models that
can describe in a self�consistent fashion the breakdown
of the oceanic lithosphere into individual plates have as
yet been constructed�
Plate tectonics explains the origin and evolution of

the oceanic lithosphere alone� As noted earlier� the
continental lithosphere possesses substantially di�erent
properties in comparison with its oceanic counterpart�
It is much thicker� and its age is also much greater� The
plate tectonics� suggestion that there exist no purely
continental plates only refers to a short interval of time�
less than the average age of oceanic plates� In the
course of ��� million years� all the oceanic plates get
immersed into the mantle� But the continents� though
capable of deformation� fragmentation� and uniting� ex�
ist for a few billions of years� They cannot therefore
be regarded as passive inclusions into oceanic plates� If
the continents drifted passively� being frozen into the
oceanic plates� it would be impossible to explain also
the causes of disintegration of supercontinents �Trubit�
syn and Rykov� ������
Basing on the measurements taken on the ocean �oor�

it appeared possible to study the properties of the
oceanic lithosphere� But the continental lithosphere is
hidden beneath the thick continental crust� For this
reason� the properties of the continental lithosphere are
now being investigated by numerically modeling mantle
convection interacting with the drifting continents�
Trubitsyn and Fradkov ������ have been the �rst to

demonstrate that thermal convection in the upper man�
tle under the continents is suppressed and the heat �ow
through the continents is reduced accordingly �by a fac�
tor of three�� At the same time� the oceanic lithosphere
cannot e�ectively impede the removal of heat from the
mantle� because the oceanic lithospheric plates partic�
ipate in the convective circulation of the mantle mate�
rial� It has been shown �Bobrov and Trubitsyn� ���	�
Lowman and Jarvis� ����� ����� ���	� Nakakuki et al��
����� Trubitsyn and Bobrov� ����� ���	� ����� Trubit�
syn et al�� ����� ����a� ����b� ����� that a stationary
continent �rst suppresses mantle convection beneath it�
self and extends the convection cell� and then� a few
hundreds of years later when the subcontinental man�
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tle gets heated� a hot ascending mantle convection �ow
develops under the continent�
Insofar as the continents are not �xed in space but

drift over the mantle� their e�ect on the structure of
mantle convection becomes even stronger� First inves�
tigations accounted only the mechanical interaction be�
tween the mantle and mobile plates by formulating an
e�ective boundary condition� At the plate locations�
the horizontal drift velocity was speci�ed instead of the
free�boundary condition �Doin et al�� ����� Lux et al��

����� Trubitsyn and Fradkov� ���	��
In his paper of ����� Gurnis presented the results of

calculation of a ��D numerical mantle convection model
allowing for both mechanical and thermal interaction
with drifting continents� In that case to prevent the
spreading of the viscous continents� an implicit tech�
nique �xing the extreme points of the continents was
used� �Rykov and Trubitsyn ���	a� ���	b� Trubitsyn
and Rykov ����� constructed the �rst self�consistent ��D
numerical mantle convection model with two drifting
��D solid continents� based on the direct solution of a
system of interrelated thermal convection equations and
equations of motion of the solid continents� This model
�Trubitsyn and Rykov� ����� reproduces the general laws
governing the formation and disintegration of Pangea�
Following the disintegration of Pangea� structures are
formed similar to the Atlantic and Paci�c Oceans� sub�
duction zones being formed at the oceanic margins of
the Paci�c� one with an almost vertical subsidence �sim�
ilar to Kurile
Kamchatka zone� and the other with a
very gently sloping subsidence �similar to the South�
American zone�� In the model with a di�erent initial
arrangement of the continents �Rykov and Trubitsyn�

���	b�� there formed� after the disintegration of the su�
percontinent� a structure of two coupled continents sim�
ilar to North and South Americas�
Trubitsyn and Rykov ������ were the �rst to explain

the causes of the inclined subsidence of the oceanic litho�
sphere under the overthrusting continent� They carried
out a self�consistent numerical modeling of convection
in the upper mantle of variable viscosity �at a not very
high Rayleigh number of Ra  ���� interacting with
a moving continent� The continent was modeled by a
thick solid plate� Cases were analyzed where the plate
could drift in the mantle either freely or with a spec�
i�ed velocity� It turned out that as it approached the
descending� cold mantle convection �ow� the continent
de�ected the latter� forming structures similar to in�
clined subduction zones� The inclination angle of the
descending mantle convection �ow with respect to the
horizontal increased with the velocity of the overriding
continent�
In their ��D model� Trubitsyn and Rykov �����b� pre�

sented in detail the mathematical formulation of the
problem and the method to solve it� They analyzed

a convection model� more like the actual Earth� at a
Rayleigh number of Ra  ��� on a ��� by �� grid with
a thin continent with a thickness of d �� km and a hor�
izontal dimension of l  	 thous� km� Calculations were
made for a long�term evolution of the mantle�continent
system� Comparison between the evolution of nonsta�
tionary convection in the mantle without and with the
continent at the same points in time showed the mov�
ing continent to have a drastic e�ect on the structure of
mantle convection�
The same authors presented the results of a series of

numerical experiments conducted on �� and ��D mod�
els �Trubitsyn and Rykov� ����c�� which revealed four
speci�c thermal convection features manifesting in the
global tectonics of the Earth� Consideration was given
to the mechanisms governing the origin and circulation
of the oceanic lithosphere� as well as the generation and
ascent of plumes� the character of the incomplete mass
exchange between the upper and lower mantle� and the
e�ect of drifting continents on mantle convection� caus�
ing in particular the di�erence between the continental
and oceanic lithosphere�
They also formulated �Trubitsyn and Rykov� ����a�

a new concept of global geodynamic processes� namely�
tectonics of drifting continents and oceanic lithospheric
plates� Lithospheric plate tectonics explains the pro�
cesses occurring beneath the oceans and drifting con�
tinent tectonics� those taking place beneath the conti�
nents� This work presents for the �rst time a numeri�
cal model of convection in a spherical ��D mantle with
drifting continents�

�� Model

As noted in the introduction� over the past few years
the authors were publishing the results of modeling
mantle convection interacting with drifting continents�
It has turned out that it is exactly this interaction that
causes global changes in mantle convection� Actually
the continents are the regulators of the global geody�
namic processes in the Earth �Trubitsyn and Rykov�

����a�� The question may arise as to why nobody has
so far published any calculation results for ��D mantle
convection models with drifting continents� though this
problem arose ten years ago� The reason is probably
that the American and European geodynamics scien�
tists believed the continents to be less viscous than the
oceanic lithospheric plates� But in that case� the con�
tinents should deform and get crushed faster than the
oceanic plates� and this is not the case� The present
authors have proceeded from the assumption that the
oceanic lithosphere as a whole consists of a set of plates
and can deform and sink in the mantle easier than
an individual plate� Therefore� as a �rst approxima�
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tion� the authors have taken a model of absolutely rigid
continents interacting with a mantle� The viscosity of
the mantle being dependent on temperature and pres�
sure� the low�viscosity asthenosphere and high�viscosity
oceanic and continental lithosphere are not speci�ed but
arise in a self�consistent fashion as a result of solution of
equations� Modeling the continents by thick solid slabs
and explicitly using natural variables �mantle convec�
tion �ow and continental drift velocities� have enabled
us to describe for the �rst time not only the transla�
tional motion of the continents� but also their rotation
in space�
So� the model reduces to the following� A globe is

considered as an object whose central part is occupied
by a liquid core and the outer shell comprises a viscous
silicate mantle� The boundary between the core and the
mantle is taken to be undeformable� free from adhesion�
and at a �xed temperature� It is assumed for simplic�
ity that the mantle is heated from below and develops
thermal convection� Immersed into the mantle are solid
drifting continents� Speci�ed on the mantle surface not
occupied by the continents are the free�slippage condi�
tions for the velocities and �xed zero temperature� On
the entire surface of each continent there are speci�ed
the complete adherence condition for mantle convection
�ows� as well as the temperature and heat �ow conti�
nuity conditions� Thus� a continent moves under the
action of the total force of viscous coupling with the
mantle convection �ows at the end faces and the foot of
the continent� In cases where the continents collide� an
e�ective repelling force is introduced at all the points
of contact between them� This force at each instant of
time is selected such that the continents neither inter�
sect� nor bounce back o� each other to a distance less
than the spatial mesh width of the computational grid�

�� Mantle Convection Equations

Thermal convection in a viscous mantle is de�ned by
the convection �ow velocity vector distribution
Vi�x� y� z�� temperature distribution T �x� y� z�� and pres�
sure distribution p�x� y� z�� In the Boussinesq approx�
imation� these unknown functions are found by solv�
ing the set of three equations� namely� the momentum��
heat�� and mass�transfer equations

�dVi�dt  ��p��xi � �Sij��xj � �g�i� ���

dT�dt  ��k�T��xi��xi �Q ���

����t � ��Vi����xi  �� i  �� �� �� ���

where � is the density of the mantle� gi is the accelera�
tion due to gravity� T is the temperature reckoned from

the adiabatic distribution� k is the thermal conductiv�
ity coe�cient� Q is the thermometric density of the heat
sources� �ij is the Kronecker symbol equal to unity at
i  j and zero at i � j� and Sij is the viscous stress
deviation tensor �Landau and Lifshits� ���	�� given by

Si j  ���Vi��xj � �Vj��xi�� ���

where � is the kinematic viscosity�
The relative magnitude of the inertial terms on the

left�hand side of equation ��� for the momentum trans�
fer in a viscous �uid is of the order of k��� � ����� with
respect to the terms on the right�hand sides of the equa�
tions� and so these inertial terms can be disregarded� In
the Boussinesq approximation� we put �  ���� � �T �
in the last buoyancy term of equation ��� and �  ��
in all the remaining terms of equations ���
���� We will
reckon pressure from its hydrostatic distribution p�z�
subject to the condition rp�  ���g� We introduce
dimensionless variables� taking the mantle thickness D
as a unit of measurement for length� D�k for veloc�
ity� D��k for time� T� for temperature� �� for viscosity�
��k�D

� for pressure and stress� and kT��D
� for heat

source density�
In these variables� convection equations ���
��� as�

sume the form

�  ��p��xi � �Sij��xj � RaT �i� ���

�T��t�VrT  ���T��xi��xi � Q �	�

�Vi��xi  �� ���

where Ra is the Rayleigh number given by

Ra  ���gT�D
��k�� ���

�� Equations of Motion of Freely
Drifting Continent

The velocity components u�u� v� w� of any point of a
solid continent may be represented in the form �Landau
and Lifshits� ��	��

uk�x� y� z�  U�k � 	ijk
i�xj � xj��� ���

where U�k  �u�� v�� w�� is the instantaneous veloc�
ity vector of the center of gravity of the continent�

i  �
x� 
y� 
z� is the instantaneous angular veloc�
ity vector in rotation around this center of gravity� xi
are the coordinates of an arbitrary point of the conti�
nent� xi� are the coordinates of the instantaneous center
of gravity of the continent� and 	ijk is the Levi�Civita
symbol equal to zero when any two of the subscripts
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coincide� � in the case of even transposition of the sub�
scripts with respect to ���� and �� in the case of an
odd transposition�

U�k  ���M �

Z
�cukd�� M 

Z
�cd�� ����

where �c is the density distribution in the continent�
d� is the volume element� and M is the mass of the
continent�
In the generals case� the Euler equations for the mo�

tion of a solid have the form �Landau and Lifshits� ��	��

M�U�i��t  Fi� ����

dMi�dt  Ki� ����

where Fi is the external force and Mi is the moment of
momentum of the solid�

Mi  Iil
l� ����

where Iik is the inertia tensor of the solid expressed as

Iik 

Z
�c��xl�xlo�

��Ij��xi�xio��xk�xko��dv� ����

Ki is the total force moment made up of the moments
ki of the forces fj acting upon the individual elements
of the solid� these moments being given by

kl  	ijl�xi � xio�fj ����

The continent is acted upon by the gravity force ap�
plied to its center of gravity and by the forces of inter�
action with the viscous mantle� applied to the surface
elements of the immersed portion of the continent� Un�
der the e�ect of these forces the continent drifts in the
mantle� moving over its surface and rotating around the
vertical axis� As the pressure and velocity of the man�
tle convection �ows vary in time and space� both the
vertical velocity w� of the center of gravity of the con�
tinent and its rotation velocities 
x and 
y about the
instantaneous horizontal axes x and y are in the gen�
eral case other than zero� Continents can sink �when
they are over descending mantle convection �ows�� to�
gether with and relative to the mantle surface� and rise
�at ascending �ow locations�� the subsidence and rise of
the opposite ends of the continents being not necessarily
equal�
In the subsequent discussion we only consider the hor�

izontal motions of the center of gravity of the continent
and the rotation of the latter about its vertical axis� ne�
glecting all the other small e�ects and putting w�  �
and 
x  
y  �� In as much as the gravity force is
counterbalanced by the buoyant force� the external force

acting on the continent is reduced to the force of viscous
coupling with the mantle� the pressure p being reckoned
from the hydrostatically equilibrium distribution p��z� �

Fi 

Z Z
��p �jk � Sjk�nkdf� ��	�

where df is the magnitude of the surface element of the
solid continent and nj is the unit vector of the external
normal to the surface of the continent� The integral is
taken over the entire surface of the portion of the con�
tinent of an arbitrary shape immersed into the mantle�
Thus� the Euler equations for the horizontal motion

of a solid continent of an arbitrary shape and its rota�
tion around the instantaneous vertical axis are reduced
to the following system of three equations �Landau and

Lifshits� ��	���

Mdu��dt 

Z Z
��p ��j � S�j�njdf� ����

Mdv��dt 

Z Z
��p ��j � S�j�njdf� ����

I��d
��dt 

Z Z
	ij��xi�x�i���p �jk�Sjk�nkdf� ����

dxc�dt  u�� dyc�dt  v�� d��dt  
�� ����

where xc�t� and yc�t� are the coordinates of the center
of gravity of the continent and � is the angle of rotation
of the continent�
In the particular case of horizontal motion of in�nitely

thin solid continents� the viscous force only acts at the
foot of the continent� for which nk  ��� ������ In that
case� the Euler equations are simpli�ed�

M�u���t  �

Z Z
Sxz dx dy� ����

M�v���t  �

Z Z
Syz dx dy� ����

I�
��t 

Z Z
��y��y�

�
�Sxz��x

��x�
�
�Syz �dx

� dy�� ����

where I is the moment of inertia of the continent about
the axis z� passing through its center of gravity and
calculated in the moving coordinate system with the
axes x� and y� directed along the principal axes of inertia
of the continent�

I 

Z
�c��x� x��

� � �y � y��
��d� ����

It follows from dimensional relations that the magni�
tude of the inertial terms on the left�hand side of Euler
equations ����
���� for the motion of continents is� as
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in the case of equation ��� for momentum transfer in a
viscous �uid� of the order of k��� � �����
With the inertial terms being omitted� The Euler

equations for the motion of continents yield the follow�
ing six relations for �nding the coordinates xc�t� and
yc�t� of the center of gravity of the continent� its angle
of rotation �� and velocities u��t�� v��t�� and 
��t� �

Z Z
��p ��j � S�j�njdf  �� ����

Z Z
��p ��j � S�j�njdf  �� ��	�

Z Z
	ij��xi � x�i���p �jk � Sjk�nkdf  �� ����

dxc�dt  u�� dyc�dt  v�� d��dt  
� ����

The equation for the distribution of the temperature
Tc inside the solid continent in the initial �xed coor�
dinate system reduces to the heat�transfer equation in�
volving advective heat transfer at a rate satisfying rela�
tion ���

�Tc��t� urTc  ���Tc��xi��xi �Qc� ����

where Qc is the density of heat sources inside the con�
tinent�

�� Boundary Conditions

Mantle convection equations ���
��� and equations
����
���� for the motion of the continent and equation
���� for heat transfer therein are interrelated through
the intermediary of boundary conditions�
As noted� zero �ow and zero slippage conditions �i�e��

zero normal �uid velocity component and zero tangen�
tial viscous force components� are speci�ed at the bot�
tom and side boundaries of the computational region�

Vknk  �� Ski�i  �� i  �� �� ����

where nk is the unit vector normal to the given surface
and �i are the unit vectors tangent to it�
Speci�ed at the boundaries of the solid mobile conti�

nent� all over its portion immersed into the mantle� is
the zero �ow and adherence condition� i�e�� the equality
between the mantle convection �ow and continent drift
velocities�

Vi  ui ����

The temperature at the lower boundary of the region
is �xed at T  �� At the side boundaries there is speci�
�ed the zero heat �ow condition

�T��nk  �� ����

where nk is the unit vector normal to the lateral surface
of the region�
The temperature of the mantle on the top� free surface

is equal to zero �T  �� but only in the oceanic region
outside the continent�
On the surface of the immersed portion of the conti�

nent there are speci�ed the mantle�continent tempera�
ture and heat �ow continuity conditions

T  Tc� �T��n  �Tc��n ����

The temperature on the top surface of the continent
is taken to be zero�

Tc  � ����

Thus� the mathematical problem reduces to the fol�
lowing� There are three unknown functions of coordi�
nates and time for mantle convection� namely� the man�
tle convection �ow velocity vector distribution
Vi�x� y� z� t�� temperature distribution T �x� y� z� t�� and
pressure distribution p�x� y� z� t�� and also four unknown
functions of time for the motion of continents as a
whole� namely� the two components of the instantaneous
translational velocity of the center of gravity� i�e�� u��t�
and v��t�� one component of the instantaneous angu�
lar velocity of the continent around its center of grav�
ity� 
�t�� and the temperature distribution in the con�
tinent� Tc�x� y� z� t�� To �nd these unknowns� there is
a system of connected equations� namely� three di�er�
ential convection equations ���
���� three integral re�
lations ����
���� whereto the Euler equations of mo�
tion have reduced� and continental heat�transfer equa�
tion ����� Given the position of the continent and its
velocities u��t�� v��t�� and 
�t�� one can �nd its posi�
tion at the next instant of time� Boundary conditions
����
���� serve to �nd the integration constants for the
di�erential equations�
The di�erence between the present problem with a

freely drifting continent and the well�known problem
with a �xed continent is that the boundary conditions
for the convection �ow velocities and temperature at the
mantle�continent boundary are speci�ed at each given
instant of time at the location of the drifting continent
whose velocity and position are not known beforehand�
but are determined by solving a set of connected di�er�
ential equations�
If there is a number of continents� equations of mo�

tion ����
���� and temperature equation ���� are writ�
ten down for each continent� Besides� in the case where
solid continents collide� the condition is speci�ed for the
impossibility of their penetration into each other� To
this end� at an instant when the colliding continents
come into contact at some point a repelling force is ap�
plied at this point to each continent� in addition to the
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forces of viscous coupling with the mantle� the force
being directed opposite to the relative velocity of the
continents� The algorithm for computing these forces is
described below�

�� Numerical Technique

���� Method of Joining Two Regions and

Through Computation Method

To numerically solve the set of thermal convection
equations in the case of drifting continents� one can
use two principally di�erent methods� In the method
of two regions� heat� and mass�transfer equations are
solved at each time step separately for the mantle out�
side of the continent and for the continent� and the solu�
tions obtained are then joined together so that to satisfy
the boundary conditions on the continent�s portion im�
mersed into the mantle� In the through computation
method� analyzed at each time�step at the given posi�
tion of the continent is its own uni�ed computational
region� the jump of the parameters characterizing the
di�erent properties of the materials of the mantle and
continents being explicitly allowed for on the surface of
the latter� The numerical algorithm procedure in the
through computation method is simpler� but it is neces�
sary in that case to smooth out the jumps of the func�
tions by replacing at each time step the solid continent
by a high�viscosity region�

���� Algorithm for Computing Forces of Interac�

tion Between Thermal Convection and a Drifting

Continent

In the general case� the algorithm for the numerical
solution of the set of thermal convection equations in
the case of drifting continent reduces to the following�
Let there be given at the instant t� the convective �ow
velocities� the �eld of the temperatures T �t�� and pres�
sures p�t�� in the mantle� as well as the position x��t���
y��t�� of the continent and its velocities u��t��� v��t���
and 
�t��� We need to �nd the solution of the set of
equations ���
���� ����
����� and ���� at the next in�
stant of time� t�  t� � �t� The new position of the
continent� x��t��� y��t��� at the instant t� can simply be
found from equation ����� x��t��  x��t�� � u��t���t�
y��t��  y��t�� � v��t���t� If the new velocities u��t���
v��t��� and 
�t�� of the continent in this position were
also known� it would then be possible again to solve
thermal convection equations ���
��� subject to bound�
ary conditions ����
���� for temperature and ����
����
for velocities� corresponding to the new position of the
continent� and �nd the mantle convection �ow veloci�
ties Vx�t��� Vy�t��� and Vz�t��� the temperature T �t���
and pressure p�t��� But the di�culty of the problem is
precisely the fact that it is exactly these velocities of the

continent� u��t��� v��t��� and 
�t��� that are unknown�
They must be such as to make the newly found man�
tle convection �ow velocities Vx�t��� Vy�t��� and Vz�t��
corresponding to these new velocities u��t��� v��t��� and

�t�� satisfy equations of motion ����
���� of the conti�
nent as well� It is therefore necessary to use some iter�
ation technique to �nd these velocities of the continent�
One can� in principle� use a certain scheme to search
for the continent velocity values� computing convection
�ow velocity �elds and evaluating integrals ����
�����
until such values of the velocities u��t��� v��t��� and

�t�� are found as make the right�hand sides of rela�
tions ����
���� di�er from zero by an amount less than
the preset number 	 corresponding to the prescribed
accuracy of computation� Since the right�hand side of
relations ����
���� corresponds� in a physical sense� to
the forces and moment of force acting on the continent�
then 	 � � if the selected continent velocities u��t���
v��t��� and 
�t�� are underestimated and 	 � � if they
are overestimated�

���� Algorithm for Computing Repelling Forces

for Colliding Continents

As noted earlier� when computing the motion of con�
tinents� the condition is speci�ed for the impossibility
of their mutual penetration� This condition is imple�
mented by the following algorithm� In computing the
motion of the continents� the condition for preventing
their overlapping is being constantly checked� If at some
instant t�

�
some point of one continent falls in the region

of another continent� the computational procedure goes
back to the previous instant of time� t�

�
 t�

�
��t� and

the computation starts again at that instant with a con�
tinent repelling force being added to the right�hand side
of equations of motion ����
����� The direction� mag�
nitude� and point of application of this force are chosen
as follows� The �rst to be found are the average veloci�
ties U� and U� of the points of each continent that have
found themselves in the continent overlapping region�
Next the di�erence between these velocities is found�
The point of application of the repelling forces to each
continent is taken to be the center of the overlapping
region� The direction of the continent repelling forces
is taken to be opposite to that of the relative velocity
of one continent with respect to the other� The magni�
tude of the forces is selected in an iterative manner� At
�rst� some value of the repelling force is taken� and next
the systems of heat convection equations ���
���� heat�
transfer equations ����� and equations of motion ����

���� are solved with due regard for this additional force�
If in the course of the time interval �t the continents
part to a distance greater than the mesh width of the
computational grid� the magnitude of the repelling force
selected is reduced� While the continents stay in contact
their translational and rotational velocities change sub�
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Figure �� Radial distribution of dimensionless temper�
ature and dimensionless heat �ow �Nusselt number� for
the mantle convection model with Ra  ����

stantially in comparison with freely drifting continents�

���� Numerical Solution of Convection Di	eren�

tial Equations

The system of thermal convection equations with
drifting continents were solved by the �nite�di�erence
technique �Rykov and Trubitsyn� ���	b�� When numer�
ically solving heat�transfer equations �	�� ����� use was
made of the Zalesak �ux�corrected transport technique
�Zalesak� ������ Velocity and pressure equations ����
���� ����
���� were reduced to elliptic equations with
variable coe�cients �generalized Poisson equations��
These equations were solved by means of the alternat�
ing triangular technique in the three�layer modi�cation�
the iterative parameters being chosen by the conjugate
gradient method �Samarskii and Nikolaev� ������

�� Computation Results

Computations were carried out on ��D spherical mod�
els� Therefore� the general equations discussed above
were converted to a spherical coordinate system for the
mantle convection �ow velocities Vr�r� �� �� t��
V��r� �� �� t�� and V��r� �� �� t�� temperature T �r� �� �� t��
the velocities of the centers of gravity of the continents�
u��r� �� �� t� and u��r� �� �� t�� and their solid�body rota�
tion with the angular velocities d��dt in the local in�
stantaneous coordinate system�
To analyze the interaction between drifting continents

and mantle convection �ows� two models were consid�
ered� Model � with a single freely drifting continent and
a weak thermal convection in the mantle at a Rayleigh
number of Ra  ��� and Model � with �ve drifting con�
tinents and an intense thermal convection at a Rayleigh

number of Ra ���� A �xed temperature at the mantle�
core boundary and zero temperature at the surface were
taken as the boundary conditions for both models� The
initial state was taken to be a viscous convection�free
mantle with its temperature distribution corresponding
to a steady�state conductive heat �ow� A small arbi�
trary temperature perturbation was then introduced�
and the temperature and convection �ow velocity evo�
lution was calculated by the mantle convection equa�
tions� With time a quasistationary thermal convection
was established in the mantle� its structure being almost
independent of the initial perturbation� Thereupon con�
tinents were placed into the mantle� and the subsequent
evolution of the mantle�continent system was computed
by solving the system of connected mantle convection
equations and equations of motion of the continents�
As noted earlier� the mantle convection structure in

dimensionless variables at a constant viscosity depends
on a single parameter 
 the Rayleigh number Ra� For
the spherical Earth� the Rayleigh number is estimated
by various authors at around ���� At a lower intensity�
convection in the mantle is less chaotic� and the mo�
tion of continents is more regular� To reveal the drift
speci�cs of the continents� we �rst computed Model ��
Figure � presents the radial distributions of the above�
adiabatic temperature� T �r�� and the Nusselt number
Nu  Nu�r� of the dimensionless heat �ow� established
in the course of convection in the mantle at a Rayleigh
number of Ra  ���� Shown in Figure � is the tem�
perature distribution T �r� �� in the zero�longitude cross
section� The dimensionless temperature values are in
the interval from zero �on the surface� to unity �at the
mantle�core boundary�� The correspondence between

Figure �� Temperature distribution T �r� �� ��� and
heat �ow ��� in the zero�longitude cross section�
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the temperature values and the color scale is indicated
at the left of the Figure � � The liquid core of the Earth
is colored dark�red� The arrows indicate the direction
and relative magnitude of mantle convection �ows� The
dimensionless velocity scale is also given at the left of
the �gure� Indicated at the upper left of the �gure is
the dimensionless instant of time at which convection
reached the steady state� The continent� colored red
on the right� hand side of the sphere� is placed into the
mantle at that instant�
Figure � �� frames� presents the computation results

for the evolution of the mantle�continent system� For
the sake of de�niteness� the shape of the continent and
its position are chosen to be similar to modern Africa�
But the structure of mantle convection cannot corre�
spond to the modern Earth� because the state of man�
tle convection at the moment the continent is placed
into the mantle is selected arbitrarily� Thus� the model
under consideration only serves to reveal the principal
possibility of and the laws governing the drift of the con�
tinent� The distribution of the computed dimensionless
heat �ow �the Nusselt number� over the Earth�s surface
is depicted in color� Recall that the temperature at the
surface of the continent and the surface of the free por�
tion of the mantle is the same and equals zero in the
dimensionless units adopted� The entire surface of the
Earth in these �gures is shown in developed projection�
A more detailed continental drift evolution in Model �

is given in the online version of this paper in the form of
a �lm �anim
��� This �lm contains �� frames� As one
can see from these pictures� when convection is weak�
there are formed but a few ascending and descending
convection �ows in the mantle� the descending �ows be�
ing practically united into a single system� The conti�
nent at �rst is pulled into the site of one of the descend�
ing �ows� But since the shape and size of the conti�
nent fail to coincide with those of the descending �ow
spot on the Earth�s surface� this position of the conti�
nent proves unstable� As the constant�viscosity model
under consideration disregards the oceanic lithosphere
and contains but a single continent� the motion of the
latter turns out to be free� The continent starts drifting
along the system of united descending mantle convec�
tion �ows� Because the continent impedes the out�ow
of heat from the mantle� the mantle starts heating� pro�
vided the continent is stationary and large enough� so
that in ���
��� million years there develops an ascend�
ing� hot convection �ow �Trubitsyn and Bobrov� ���	��
If the continent drifts rapidly� no hot ascending mantle
convection �ow has enough time to develop beneath it�
But one can see from the �lm� when the drift is slowed
down� an ascending �ow can partially arise behind the
continent�
Figures �� �� and 	 present the computation results for

the evolution of mantle convection with �ve continents

at a Rayleigh number of Ra  ���� Shown in Figure � is
the computed radial distribution of temperature �violet
curve� and heat �ow �red curve� in the mantle� Figure �
�� frames� presents the computation results for the evo�
lution of the mantle�continent system in Model �� As
distinct from Model �� these �gures show the Earth�s
hemisphere as seen from the observation point with a
latitude of ��� and longitude of ��� The initial posi�
tion and shape of the continents are taken to be similar
to Africa� North and South Americas� Australia� and
Eurasia� The shape of each continent is described ap�
proximately on the basis of �� angular points of the
contour� The structure of convection at the moment
the continents are placed into the mantle being arbi�
trary� the model computed does not aim to trace the
drift of the continents on the actual Earth� but merely
reveals the principal speci�cs of the drift of the conti�
nents� particularly the possibility of their uniting into
supercontinents and subsequent parting�
As seen fromFigure �� three continents �Africa� Eura�

sia� and North America� start drifting northwards� The
other two continents �Australia and South America�
drift southwards�
Figure 	 ��� frames� illustrates the further evolution

of the mantle�continent system� Insofar as the conti�
nents by that instant have gone to the other Earth�s
hemisphere� these �gures show the view of the globe
as seen from the point with the coordinates ���S and
����E� It can be seen that at the instant of dimension�
less time t  ������� three continents �South America�
Eurasia� and Australia� unite into a supercontinent� At
the instant t  �������	 all the �ve continents unite into
a single supercontinent 
 Pangea� As heat is accumu�
lated beneath Pangea� the mantle material at that spot
becomes lighter in weight� The descending convection
�ow changes to an ascending one which splits Pangea
apart by the instant of dimensionless time t  ��������
Following the breakup of Pangea� there remains for a
long time at its location a system of hot ascending man�
tle convection �ows similar to the giant hot anomaly
beneath the Paci�c Ocean�
A more detailed drift evolution of the �ve continents

in Model � in the online version of this paper in the form
of a �lm �anim
��� This �lm contains �	 frames for
the initial stage of evolution viewed from one side and
�� frames for the evolution stage involving the uniting
of three and �ve continents�

	� Conclusion

As stated at the ���� International Gordon Confer�
ence �Gordon Research Conference 
 Interior of the
Earth� June �� 
 July �� ����� Boston� USA�� the two
most important problems of geoscience still to be solved
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Figure �� Computed evolution of the mantle�continent system in Model �� The entire Earth�s
surface is shown in a developed projection� Shown at the left of the �gures is the correspondence
between colors and computed values of the dimensionless heat �ow over the Earth�s surface� as
well as the velocity scale�
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Figure �� Radial distribution of dimensionless temper�
ature and dimensionless heat �ow �Nusselt number� for
the mantle convection model with Ra  ����

Figure �� Computed evolution of the mantle�continent system for Model �� The view of the
globe as seen from the observation point with a latitude of ��� and a longitude of ���

are the explanation of the continent uniting and parting
events that took place repeatedly in the Earth�s history
and the explanation of the nature of the continental
lithosphere� its formation and evolution�
The solution of these problems will actually be the

next important stage in the development of the concept
of the structure of the Earth and of the processes oc�
curring therein� Plate tectonics has only explained the
nature of the oceanic lithosphere� the continents being
merely regarded as passively drifting inhomogeneities
frozen into oceanic plates� As the oceanic lithospheric
plates have existed for no more than ��� million years�
plate tectonics cannot in principle explain global geo�
logical processes lasting for billions of years� particu�
larly the causes of formation and breakup of supercon�
tinents� Obviously the continental lithosphere which is
older than the oceanic plates could not arise but for the
continents� The properties and evolution of the conti�
nental lithosphere must be governed by the long�lasting
mobile continents�
A new approach to global tectonics was advanced
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Figure �� Further evolution of the mantle�continent system in Model �� The view of the globe as
seen from the observation point with coordinates ���S and ����E� At the instant of dimensionless
time t  ������� �Figures �
��� a supercontinent if formed from three continents� At the instant
of dimensionless time t  �������	 all the �ve continents unite into a single supercontinent 

Pangea� By the instant of dimensionless time t  ������� �Figures �
�	� there remains� following
the breakup of Pangea� a system of hot ascending mantle convection �ows similar to the giant
hot anomaly beneath the Paci�c Ocean� Frames �
	�

by Trubitsyn and Rykov ������ ����� ����a� ����b�
����c�� Based on detailed numerical experiments on
�� and ��D models in orthogonal coordinates� they have
demonstrated that the continents are not passive inclu�

sions in lithospheric plates� but� on the contrary� are
the chief regulators of the entire global tectonics of the
Earth� It were precisely the continents that came into
existence more than three billion years ago that formed
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Figure �� Continuation� Frames �
���

the continental lithosphere and determined its proper�
ties di�erent from those of the oceanic lithosphere�
Presented for the �rst time in this work is a ��D

spherical model of mantle convection interacting with
several drifting continents� The adherence condition on
the surface of the mantle�immersed portion of the conti�
nents introduces the mechanical interaction between the
mantle and continents� The temperature and heat �ow
continuity conditions on the mantle�continent bound�

aries introduces the thermal mantle�continent interac�
tion� The continents interact with one another upon di�
rect collision and through the intermediary of the man�
tle� thus changing its structure� The solution of the sys�
tem of connected mass�� heat�� and momentum�transfer
equations for the viscous mantle and Euler equations
for the solid continents has for the �rst time allowed
the evolution of the mantle�continent system to be de�
scribed in a self�consistent fashion on a ��D model�
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Thanks to the sphericity of the model �devoid of side
boundaries�� it has proved possible to trace a very long
drift evolution of the continents and describe for the
�rst time both the formation and breakup of supercon�
tinents�
It should be noted that the present model only proves

the principal possibility of formation and breakup of su�
percontinents without any direct relation to the actual
Earth� This is due to the fact that the structure of man�
tle convection at the instant the continents were placed
into the mantle was taken on the basis of model com�
putations for the establishment of convection� whereas
the actual mantle convection structure resulted from a
great number of complicating processes� such as the dif�
ferentiation of matter� redistribution of heat sources�
substantial changes in viscosity� and so on�
However� the solution of the problem proves possible

if use is made of seismic tomography data� Convert�
ing the distribution of seismic wave velocities yields the
modern instantaneous temperature distribution in the
Earth� Solving the system of convection equations with
drifting continents will therefore provide the possibil�
ity of determining the mantle convection �ow velocities
which materially depend on adherence to the solid con�
tinents� More than that the mathematical apparatus
developed by the authors makes it possible to compute
the drift velocities of the continents themselves� heat
�ow distribution� relief� gravity �eld� and stress distri�
bution over the entire Earth� With the model parame�
ters being optimized so that to make the computation
results agree with the entire mass of observation data
available� it will be possible to construct a complete
geodynamic model of the Earth� This model will enable
one to observe on the computer the processes occurring
in the Earth�s interior� speci�cally those giving rise to
mineral deposits and altering the general stress �eld�
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